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Introduction

• All quantification types supported for Thermo XCalibur, 
Sciex Analyst and ABI TOFTOF Oracle software.
• iTRAQ and TMT supported for other systems.
• Quantification types include SILAC (include multiple 
quantification states), iTRAQ (4-plex and 8-plex), TMT 
(2-plex and 6-plex), ICAT, BEMAD and O16/O18.
• Peak areas/intensities can be reported for label free 
quantification
• Implemented as a cluster with multiprocessor LINUX 
computers for the database search and Windows 
computers for the quantitative analysis.

The public web site http://prospector.ucsf.edu is now 
capable of MS based quantitative proteomics.



Data Archive
The first step is to create an archive file (zip, rar, 7z, tgz, 
etc) containing the centroid and raw data files. The 
exact contents of this file are instrument dependent1. 
For example for Xcalibur files each RAW file requires a 
corresponding centroid file in mgf format or a set of dta 
files.

fraction1.RAW fraction1.mgf
fraction2.RAW fraction2.mgf
fraction3.RAW fraction3.mgf
fraction4.RAW fraction4.mgf
fraction5.RAW fraction5.mgf
fraction6.RAW fraction6.mgf

project.zip

The mgf files must be created in the format 
used by PAVA2 and Mascot distiller.

dta files must be have file names like those 
used by extract_ms/lcq_dta that indicate 
the RAW file name and scan number (eg 
fraction1.1093.1095.2.dta).

Database Search

The archive file containing 
the centroid and raw data 
files are uploaded here.

The labelled amino acids 
are selected as variable or 
constant modifications. 
Generally you would use 
variable modifications for 
MS based quantification 
and constant modifications 
for quantification based on 
MSMS reporter ions.

The database search is done using the Batch-Tag Web 
form. Subsequent searches on the same data set should 
use the Batch-Tag form.



Viewing the Results

To display the results:

1). The Raw Type menu 
must be set to Quantitation.
2). The appropriate option 
must be selected on the 
Quantitation menu.
3). The resolution must be 
set to an appropriate value.
4). One of the quantitation 
columns must be selected.

Once the search has finished the results can be viewed using 
the Search Compare program. The Search Compare form 
has many options for displaying the results in different ways.

This menu includes a tab 
delimited text option to allow 
export to a speadsheet for 
further analysis.

Protein Report (SILAC L and R)

Link to single protein peptide report

Protein level 
quantification statistics

Project name derived 
from uploaded file name

Peptide count column can be used in conjunction with the 
keep replicates option for spectrum counting

Results name. Multiple searches can be run 
on the same data set with different parameters



Peptide Report (SILAC L and R)

Scatterplot of 
quantification ratios

Protein level quantification
statistics

Link to raw data display Number of times the peptide 
occurs in the database

Details of Quantification Ratio Scatterplot
In quantification experiments the ratios measured for a given protein 
often vary widely for a number of reasons. Scatterplots are one way of 
showing how reliable the protein level quantification ratio is.

Red: Peptide is only found in this database accession
Blue: Peptide is found in multiple database accessions
<>: 1 measurement peak is below a defined SNR

Boxplot indicating median and interquartile range



3-Way SILAC - Methods
This project3 compared three different ways of inducing pyroptosis (a form 
of programmed necrosis). The medium and heavy samples are LPS and 
ATP treated or monosoium urate treated respectively- both of which induce 
pyroptosis through a protein complex termed the NALP3 
inflammasome. The light samples were transfected with dsDNA (poly 
dA:dT), inducing pyroptosis through an AIM2 inflammasome. We 
examined caspase-1 mediated proteolysis in these samples using a 
previously published N-terminal isolation technique4. Interestingly, the 
ratios of the caspase-cleaved peptides in the NALP3 inflammasome 
samples remained constant, but the ratio of the NALP3 inflammasome to 
the AIM2 peptides varied from peptide to peptide. This suggested that the 
nature of the inflammasome regulated caspase substrate profiles.

As we were looking at semitryptic N-termini rather than tryptic peptides 
from a full protein, there's is no reason to expect that multiple peptides in 
the same protein would be present at the same ratio. The samples had 
systematic bias with the light peptides being most abundant.

3-Way SILAC - Results

The raw data can be viewed by 
clicking on the masses in the m/z 
column.

Coverage map shows the 
identified peptides.



iTRAQ Quantification

Scatterplot showing ratios for all identified peptides from a protein

Scatterplot with low intensity peptides eliminated

Comparing Searches
Searches can be compared with each other. A TOFTOF and QSTAR 
analysis of a sample reveals a greater dynamic range in the QSTAR data.



0 s to +20 s

No Averaging

-10 s to +30 s

MS Scan Averaging

Search Compare has a feature whereby the scans within a 
specified RT range are averaged before the ratio is calculated 
thus reducing the spread of the results. These are results an 
Orbitrap using SILAC.

Label Free Quantitation
Search Compare can calculate and display the intensities of peptides 
identified in different runs.

Peptides from ECOLI Alkaline Phosphate identified in 4 replicates 
sorted by retention time.



Conclusions
• Protein Prospector quantification capabilities now implemented on the 
public web site
• Support for all major isotopic labelling strategies
• Approach has been tested on very large multi-fraction datasets
• Quantification information available at the protein and peptide label
• Scatterplot allows easy assessment of protein level quantification
• Easy access to raw data to detect and eliminate outliers
• Facilities for investigating and correcting for incomplete isotopic labelling
• Tab delimited output allows data to be exported to external program
• Data is kept on the server allowing subsequent database search and 
comparison of data sets
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